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OUR HISTORY
AND PHILOSOPHY
Corioliss was established in 2002 by a small team of 
free thinking individuals whose sole aim was to create 
cutting edge styling products. We are manufacturer 
and distributor of premium electrical hair tools and 
accessories with an eye for fashion led, truly unique 
professional quality products.

Our range embodies the creative spirit of professional 
hair stylists and satisfies the technically demanding 
nature of day-to-day salon work.

We are passionate about challenging conventions, 
utilising the most advanced technology available
and creating unique products that our customers
are proud to use.
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 “I never knew what real straighteners
were until I got my Corioliss”

“The sexiest beauty tool out there”

“Corioliss is a name to remember... perfect
  for jet-setters who need to style on the go”

“The award-winning C2 straighteners from
  Corioliss are a digital work of salon art”

“Keep your hair under control 
no matter where you are”

“Corioliss is one of best performance hair
   straightener brands that we’ve tried”
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WHAT SHOULD I USE THE C3 IRON FOR?
The C3 iron can do it all; Straighten, curl, wave, twist and flick to name a few! The 
iron is designed to be used as a creative tool and ideal for discovering experimental 
hair styles. The maximum heat is 235°C so the C3 is also perfect for the professional 
hairdresser performing salon hair treatments. 

THE C3 IS SIMPLY THE ULTIMATE STYLING 
IRON IN THE CORIOLISS COLLECTION...
If you demand quality, sophistication and only the best professional salon styling, then 
the C3 is the option for you. Loved by hairdressers and home users for its simplicity 
and feel, let the Corioliss C3 give you the ultimate control.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
The C3 features an integrated digital temperature control with locking buttons to stop 
unwanted accidental changes while styling! The ergonomic, slimline design feels so 
natural to use and the shiny gloss finish adds a touch of elegance. 

www.corioliss.fr

NAME
C3

CATEGORY
HAIR STYLING IRON

PLATE MATERIAL
TITANIUM

TEMPERATURE
135-235°C

FEATURES
2 HOUR AUTO SHUT OFF / DUAL VOLTAGE

FINISH
BLACK SOFT TOUCH

PACKAGING DIMS. (MM)
W: 382 X H: 157 X D: 77

RATINGS
110-240V~   50/60HZ   40W

SOFT TOUCH BLACK - SUK 1020

THE ULTIMATE
CONTROL

LED TEMPERATURE
DISPLAY

SLIMLINE
TITANIUM
PLATES
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TITANIUM PLATES ultra-smooth floating
plates for perfect alignment and effortless
glide. Professional salon control.

GENTLE HEAT CONTROL for the ultimate in
professional salon styling, adjustable for your
own unique style 135-235°C.

CREATE YOUR PERFECT STYLE ideal for use
with all different hair types and creating new,
exciting styles, get creative with the C3.

SAFETY SLEEP MODE for added peace of mind
and added security. Automatically turns off the
appliance after 2 hours.

DUAL VOLTAGE circuitry for global compatibility.
The C3 is the ideal holiday companion, flawless
hair wherever your travels may take you!

TRAVEL POUCH pack includes a travel
pouch with a unique fold-out design,
ideal for safe storage.

SALON STYLE CORD professional tangle-free
cable for greater freedom. 360° Swivel base
allows better movement.

SILVER LEOPARD - SUK 1024

SILVER PAISLEY - SUK 1021

GOLD LEOPARD - SUK 1023

GOLD PAISLEY - SUK 1022

BLACK ZEBRA & METALLIC COPPER - SUK 1025

WHITE ZEBRA & METALLIC COPPER - SUK 1026



HEALTHY HAIR WITHOUT THE COMPROMISE 
JUST SIMPLY BEAUTIFUL, SILKY HAIR
The C2 styling iron has been the choice of professional hairdressers for use in 
salons all over the world. The digital PCB remote control adjusts the temperature 
(80-210°C) and powers the iron On/Off, the remote can be clipped onto a belt for 
quick access and the extra long cord makes it ideal for salon use.

THE AWARD WINNING CORIOLISS C2 IS THE 
CHOICE OF PROFESSIONALS WORLDWIDE!
The world has changed over the years but the Corioliss C2 has remained a 
constant in our collection. The slimline design, titanium plates and the remote 
control all combine to deliver a winning design that never fails.

WHAT SHOULD I USE THE C2 IRON FOR?
The C2 features slimline titanium plates designed to make styling faster and more 
efficient. The C2 is the perfect tool to experiment with new and exciting hair styles. 
Super-smooth titanium glides over the hair and the floating plates create perfect 
alignment which means less damage and more contact.
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NAME
C2

CATEGORY
HAIR STYLING IRON

PLATE MATERIAL
TITANIUM

TEMPERATURE
80-210°C

SUK
SUK 1110

FINISH
BLACK ZEBRA

PACKAGING DIMS. (MM)
W: 382 X H: 157 X D: 77

RATINGS
220-240V   50/60HZ   35W

COOL TIP ENDS

TITANIUM
PLATES

ERGONOMIC
SLIMLINE
DESIGN

DIGITAL
REMOTE
CONTROL
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REMOTE CONTROL for quick heat control and
the ultimate in professional salon styling,
adjustable for your own unique requirements.

TITANIUM PLATES super-smooth professional
slimline floating plates for effortless glide over
the hair for faster styling with less damage.

PURE CERAMIC heating element for super-fast
heat up time and response. Naturally emitted
negative ions help to eliminate frizz.

CREATE YOUR PERFECT STYLE ideal for use
with all different hair types and creating new,
exciting styles. Get creative with the C2.

ERGONOMIC SLIMLINE BODY feels great to
use for supreme comfort whilst styling, ideal
for professional use or at home.

TRAVEL POUCH pack includes a travel
pouch with a unique fold-out design,
ideal for safe storage.



FEATURES & BENEFITS
The C1 features super-smooth titanium plates that glide effortlessly over the hair 
and the floating plate system guarantees perfect alignment which means less 
snagging / damage as you style. The C1 features an integrated temperature 
control dial 120-235°C ideal for every hair type and professional salon use.

WHAT SHOULD I USE THE C1 IRON FOR?
The gloss finish inner arms are ideal for creating curls and waves,
the outer body on the C1 is normally a soft-touch finish which gives greater control 
and feels amazing to use. The wider titanum plates make styling faster and are 
perfect for creating new and exciting styles.

IF YOU ONLY EVER OWN ONE CORIOLISS 
STYLING IRON THEN THE C1 SHOULD BE IT.
The simple and efficient design is so easy to use with outstanding results. The C1 
iron is available in a large range of different colours and patterns for every 
personality.
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TEMPERATURE
CONTROL DIAL

WHITE ZEBRA/METALLIC COPPER- SUK 1249

BLACK ZEBRA/METALLIC COPPER- SUK 1248

NAME
C1

CATEGORY
HAIR STYLING IRON

PLATE MATERIAL
TITANIUM

TEMPERATURE
120-235°C

FEATURES
DUAL VOLTAGE

FINISH
GLOSS BLACK W/ MATTE BLACK ARMS

PACKAGING DIMS. (MM)
W: 382 X H: 157 X D: 77

RATINGS
110-240V~   50/60HZ   30W

FLOATING
TITANIUM

PLATES
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C1 CARBON FIBER & WHITE - SUK 1241
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C1 GOLD ZEBRA - SUK 1245

C1 GOLD PAISLEY - SUK 1247

TITANIUM PLATES super-smooth professional
plates for effortless glide ovre the hair for
faster styling with less damage.

GENTLE HEAT CONTROL for the ultimate in
professional salon styling, adjustable for your
own unique style 135-235°C.

CREATE YOUR PERFECT STYLE ideal for use
with all different hair types and creating new,
exciting styles, get creative with the C1.

ERGONOMIC COMPACT BODY feels great to
use for supreme comfort whilst styling, ideal
for professional use or at home.

DUAL VOLTAGE circuitry for global compatibility.
The C3 is the ideal holiday companion, flawless
hair wherever your travels may take you!

TRAVEL POUCH pack includes a travel
pouch with a unique fold-out design,
ideal for safe storage.

SALON STYLE CORD professional tangle-free
cable for greater freedom. 360° Swivel base
allows better movement.



iREDHEALTHY HAIR WITHOUT THE COMPROMISE 
JUST SIMPLY BEAUTIFUL, SILKY HAIR
This Corioliss C1 features an integrated infrared light built into the titanium plates 
that can help detoxify the hair and reduce unwanted bacteria, these added benefits 
give you stronger, healthy hair which looks and feels amazing!

WHAT SHOULD I USE THIS IRON FOR?
The C1 is the ideal hair iron for creating new exciting styles and now with the 
added benefits of infrared, penetrating the hair from deep within the core, for 
beautiful shiny hair. See and feel the difference after each use giving you stronger, 
healthier hair with less damage.
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NAME
C1 INFRARED

CATEGORY
HAIR STYLING IRON

PLATE MATERIAL
TITANIUM

TEMPERATURE
120-230°C

SUK
SUK 1250

FINISH
WHITE ZEBRA / GLOSS BLACK

PACKAGING DIMS. (MM)
W: 382 X H: 157 X D: 77

RATINGS
110-240V~   50/60HZ   30W

INTEGRATED
INFRARED LIGHTS

TITANIUM
PLATES

TEMPERATURE
CONTROL
DIAL
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GENTLE HEAT CONTROL for the ultimate in
professional salon styling, adjustable for your
own unique style 120-235°C.

ERGONOMIC LIGHTWEIGHT BODY feels great
to use for supreme comfort whilst styling.
Soft touch outer arms for greater control. 

SALON STYLE CORD professional tangle-free
cable for greater freedom. 360° Swivel base
allows better movement.

FAR INFRARED heat penetrates the hair from
deep within the core, for beautiful shiny hair.
See and feel the difference after each use.

HEALTHIER & SHINY HAIR! Infrared rays can
help to detoxify and deodorize the hair, these
added benefits give you stronger, healthy hair.

TITANIUM PLATES super-smooth professional
plates for effortless glide over the hair for
faster styling with less damage.

DUAL VOLTAGE CIRCUITRY for global compatibility.
The C1 is the ideal holiday companion, flawless
hair wherever your travels may take you!



THE CORIOLISS WIDE STYLING IRON TAMES 
EVEN THE THICKEST HAIR TYPES!
The Corioliss WIDE styling iron has been designed with larger, wider plates ideal 
for use with more thicker, voluminous hair types. With our modern features and 
salon standards the WIDE gives you another option for professional styling 
whatever your needs and hair types!

FEATURES & BENEFITS
Professional titanium plates allow faster styling with less damage and glide 
effortlessly over the hair. The LED temperature display shows the working heat, 
adjustable for your own unique style with 6x heat stages all with separate colour 
indicators, 130-230°C. The WIDE also features dual voltage circuitry and a 90mins 
safety sleep mode. 
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NAME
WIDE

CATEGORY
HAIR STYLING IRON

PLATE MATERIAL
TITANIUM

TEMPERATURE
130-230°C

SUK
SUK 1434

FINISH
MATTE BLACK

PACKAGING DIMS. (MM)
W: 382 X H: 157 X D: 77

RATINGS
110-240V   50/60HZ   30W

WIDER TITANIUM
FOR STYLING
THICKER HAIR

6X HEAT
LED TEMPERATURE

INDICATORS

ON/OFF CONTROL
TEMPERATURE ADJUST
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WIDER PLATES are perfect for use with thicker
and more voluminous hair, designed to tame
the most wildest and unruly hair types!

SUPER-SMOOTH TITANIUM professional plates
glide effortlessly over the hair for faster styling
with less damage, ultimate salon control.

LED TEMPERATURE DISPLAY shows working heat
and adjustable for your own unique hair type.
6x heat stages with separate colour: 130-230°C.

CREATE YOUR PERFECT STYLE ideal for use with
all different hair types and creating new, exciting
styles, get creative with Corioliss.

DUAL VOLTAGE circuitry for global compatibility.
The Wide is the ideal holiday companion,
flawless hair wherever your travels may take you!

SAFETY SLEEP MODE for added peace of mind
and added security. Automatically turns off the
appliance after 90 minutes.

SALON STYLE CORD professional tangle-free
3m cable for greater freedom. 360° Swivel
base allows better movement.



STYLEWHOEVER SAID THAT “BASIC IS BORING” 
NEVER MET THE CORIOLISS C-STYLES!
The Corioliss C Style hair iron is our first entry level hair tool featuring our 
super-smooth titanium floating plates plus integrated temperature control so it 
is ideal for different hair types and your specific heat can be dialed in so easily. 
Faster styling with less damage with Corioliss.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
The Corioliss C Style features professional salon-style titanium plates, effortless 
glide over your hair with less snagging and faster styling. Integrated temperature 
control 60-210°C designed for all hair types. On/Off switch with LED indicator and 
360° swivel cord for greater freedom and movement whilst styling. Available in our 
new range of designs from 2019.
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NAME
C STYLE 

CATEGORY
HAIR STYLING IRON

PLATE MATERIAL
TITANIUM

TEMPERATURE
60-210°C

FEATURES
SLIM DESIGN / CRIMPED PLATES

FINISH
VARIOUS DESIGNS AVAILABLE

PACKAGING DIMS. (MM)
W: 315 X H: 106 X D: 55

RATINGS
220-240V   50/60HZ   35W

WITH NEW
PRINT DESIGNS

PROFESSIONAL
TITANIUM
PLATES

GOLD LEOPARD - SUK 1307

SILVER PAISLEY -
 SUK 1309

BLACK ZE
BRA - S

UK 13
05

SILVER ZEBRA - SUK 1308
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PROFESSIONAL TITANIUM plates glide effortlessly
over the hair for faster styling with less damage,
the ultimate salon control.

FLOATING PLATE system with spring support
gives guaranteed contact for faster styling
with less damage to the hair.

TEMPERATURE DIAL adjustable for your own hair,
temperature control of 60-210°C ideal for use
with all hair types/styles.

CREATE YOUR PERFECT STYLE straighten, curl,
flick and wave all with 1 styling iron. The C Style
is the ideal tool for new exciting styles.

EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS the C-Style features our
new and exclusive print designs, choose your
favourite and get creating.

SALON STYLE CORD professional tangle-free
cable for greater freedom. 360° Swivel base
allows better movement.



CRIMP
THE CORIOLISS CRIMPER CREATES
AMAZING NEW FUNKY HAIR STYLES!
The Corioliss Crimper is designed to give you perfectly detailed and textured 
waves. features long-life, curved titanium plates to give your hair a crimped effect. 
Use sparingly for added texture/volume or a dramatic intense wave effect.  

FEATURES & BENEFITS
The Corioliss Crimper features professional spring-supported titanium plates, 
allowing faster styling with less damage. The temperature dial controls the heat 
60-210°C ideal for use with all hair types and your specific hair types, On/Off 
switch with LED indicator light and 360° swivel cord. 
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NAME
CRIMPER

CATEGORY
HAIR STYLING IRON

PLATE MATERIAL
TITANIUM

TEMPERATURE
60-210°C

SUK
SUK 1453

FINISH
BLACK ZEBRA GLOSS/MATTE

PACKAGING DIMS. (MM)
W: 382 X H: 157 X D: 77

RATINGS
220-240V   50/60HZ   35W

CURVED
TITANIUM
PLATES

BLACK ZEBRA
PRINT DESIGN

TEMPERATURE
DIAL
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CRIMPED PLATES designed to give your hair
perfectly detailed textured ‘crimped’ waves,
gives added texture and a dramatic style.

PROFESSIONAL TITANIUM long-life plates for
faster styling with less damage, the ultimate
salon styling at home.

TEMPERATURE DIAL adjustable for your own
hair, temperature control of 60-210°C ideal
for use with all hair types/styles.

CREATE YOUR PERFECT STYLE get super creative
with Corioliss and unleash new, exciting hair
styles with maximum impact.

SALON STYLE CORD professional tangle-free
3m cable for greater freedom. 360° Swivel
base allows better movement.



WAVEFEATURES & BENEFITS
The Big Wave features dual voltage circuitry design for global usage. The heat can 
be controlled with the temperature control dial, ideal for use with all hair types. 
Soft touch finish is designed for maximum comfort and grip whilst styling and the 
pack also includes a protective finger glove for extra protection.

WHAT SHOULD I USE THE BIG WAVE FOR?
To create amazing Big Waves, it’s that simple. Press and hold the iron for a few 
seconds, repeating downward through the hair to give you beautiful, deep sculpted 
waves, a really cool and modern twist on a classic effect.

THE BIG WAVE LETS YOU CREATE, BIG 
WAVES! BIGGER, BETTER, BOLDER WAVES.
Create incredible body and movement with the Big Wave styling iron, designed to 
give your hair extreme root lift and texture. Easy to use to achieve fabulous results, 
go extreme or keep it subtle, the Big Wave can give your hair some serious lift.
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NAME
BIG WAVE

CATEGORY
DEEP WAVER

PLATE MATERIAL
TOURMALINE / CERAMIC

TEMPERATURE
120-220°C 

FEATURES
LOCKING SYSTEM, DUAL VOLTAGE

FINISH
MATTE BLACK GLOSSY ZEBRA

SUK
SUK 1452

RATINGS
110-240V   50/60HZ   130W

LARGE CURVED
TOURMALINE/CERAMIC

PLATES

LOCKING MECHANISM

ON/OFF CONTROL
TEMPERATURE
ADJUST DIAL
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THE BIG WAVE creates beautiful, glamorous
deep sculpted waves giving your hair incredible
body and movement.

TOURMALINE/CERAMIC ultra smooth coated
plates for less snagging and damage, faster
styling leaving hair shiny and smooth.

GENTLE HEAT CONTROL for the ultimate in
professional salon styling, adjustable for your
own unique style 120-220°C.

ERGONOMIC BODY with a soft-touch finish
feels great to use for supreme comfort whilst
styling, ideal for professional use or at home.

FINGER GLOVE for added protection whilst
styling, made from a heat resistant material
absorbing the high temperatures of the iron.

DUAL VOLTAGE circuitry for global compatibility.
ideal for use on holiday, flawless hair wherever
your travels may take you!

SALON STYLE CORD professional tangle-free
3m cable for greater freedom. 360° Swivel
base allows better movement.



CURL
FEATURES & BENEFITS
The Corioliss Glamour Wand is designed to give you the most natural looking 
results every time with the conical shaped heated barrel. Available with heat control 
100-190°C and dual voltage circuitry for global use, ideal for travel! The
ceramic/tourmaline barrel when heated emits negative ions helping to eliminate 
static and frizz. 

WHAT SHOULD I USE GLAMOUR WAND FOR?
The Corioliss Glamour Wand is the perfect tool for creating waves and curls and it 
is so easy to use, you can even control the size of your curl. Just hold near the root 
and wind away! Adjustable temperature control is ideal for different hair types and 
the cool tip prevents burning whilst styling.

CREATE GORGEOUS FILM STAR CURLS AND 
SHOW STOPPER BIG NATURAL WAVES!
Now you can create glamorous Hollywood curls or shake your hair loose for a more 
natural, sexy tousled effect. Making curls is faster and easier with the Corioliss 
Glamour Wand! Available in 4 amazing new designs: Black Zebra, White Zebra, 
Gold Leopard & Silver Paisley.
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NAME
GLAMOUR WAND

CATEGORY
HAIR CURLING WAND

PLATE MATERIAL
CERAMIC/TOURMALINE

TEMPERATURE
100-190°C

FEATURES
CONICAL BARREL, DUAL VOLTAGE

FINISH
VARIOUS DESIGNS AVAILABLE

PACKAGING DIMS. (MM)
W: 422 X H: 157 X D: 77

RATINGS
110-240V~   50/60HZ   38W

TEMPERATURE
CONTROL DIAL

ON/OFF
LED INDICATOR

BLACK ZEBRA - SUK 1504

WHITE ZE
BRA - SUK 1505

SILVER PAISLEY - 
SUK 1507

GOLD LEOPARD - SUK 1506
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THE CONICAL BARREL gives more natural looking
results, ideal for creating glamorous Hollywood
curls or shake them loose for a sexy tousled style!  

GLORIOUS SHINE & PROTECTION see for yourself
the instant results after styling, your hair will look
and feel smoother with more vitality.

CERAMIC COATED BARREL when heated naturally
emits anti-static negative ions for frizz-free
smoother hair and more professional results.

GENTLE HEAT CONTROL for the ultimate in
professional salon styling, adjustable for
your own unique style.

DUAL VOLTAGE circuitry for global compatibility.
the ideal holiday companion, flawless hair
wherever your travels may take you!

SALON STYLE CORD professional tangle-free
3m cable for greater freedom. 360° Swivel
base allows better movement.



ULTRAFLOWA SALON BLOW DRY EXPERIENCE FROM 
THE COMFORT OF YOUR OWN HOME! 
The Corioliss Flow Ultra hair dryer features a powerful motor and the 
ultimate in control and ergonomic design so it feels great to use and 
delivers a professional salon-style experience everyday.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
Professional 2000W turbo lightweight motor for extreme drying and performance. 
The controls are 2x speed and 2x heat settings plus a cold shot button ideal for 
setting styles. Removable and washable filter, 2.8m salon style cord with hanging 
loop and the pack includes two concentrated airflow nozzles.

FLOW ULTRA
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NAME
FLOW ULTRA 

CATEGORY
HAIR DRYER

WATTAGE
2000W

MAXIMUM AIR SPEED
215 M3/MIN

FEATURES
2 SPEED / 2 HEAT / COLD SHOT

FINISH
SOFT TOUCH BLACK WITH VARIOUS 
DESIGNS

PACKAGING DIMS. (MM)
W: 293 X H: 285 X D: 150

RATINGS
220-240V   50/60HZ   2000W

SOFT TOUCH
FRONT SECTION

COLD SHOT

SPEED SETTINGS

HEAT SETTINGS
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2000W TURBO MOTOR provides incredible power
to deliver professional salon blow-drying in
super-fast time with gorgeous results.

SUPREME CONTROL with 2x speed settings and
2x temperature adjustments, ideal for use with
all hair types no matter what your style.

ERGONOMIC BODY feels great to use, for
supreme comfort and grip with professional
controls at your fingertips.

MAXIMUM AIRFLOW for a super-fast drying
time and optimum performance with every use,
the Corioliss Flow dryer delivers!

COLD SHOT BUTTON delivers cold air at any
time, ideal for setting styles or for when you
need an icy blast!

2X ATTACHMENT NOZZLES included for more
concentrated and direct airflow, ideal for use
with round brushes or create volume & body.

215 m3/min

FLOW ULTRAFEATURES



FLOW+LIGHTWEIGHT, POWERFUL, SILENT
THE FLOW+ PROFESSIONAL HAIR DRYER.  
The Corioliss Flow+ a professional 2000W salon hair dryer, featuring a long-lasting 
professional DC motor giving incredible power to deliver salon style blow drying in 
super-fast time.

FEATURES & BENEFITS: 
The Flow+ features an LED indicator shows the working heat of the hair dryer, 
blue light for On/Cold air, then two stages of pink light for hot air. The integrated 
controls produce two speed settings and three heat adjustments, ideal for use with 
all hair types and creating new and exciting hair styles.
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NAME
FLOW+ 

CATEGORY
HAIR DRYER

WATTAGE
2000W (MAX)

MAXIMUM AIR SPEED
11,32 M/S

FEATURES
2 SPEED / 3 HEAT / COLD SHOT

FINISH
VARIOUS DESIGNS AVAILABLE

PACKAGING DIMS. (MM)
W: 250 X H: 270 X D: 95

RATINGS
220-240V   50/60HZ   1800-2000W

LED HEAT
INDICATOR

SILVER ZEBRA
SUK 1714
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BLACK ZEBRA & COPPERSUK 1711

SILVER PAISLEYSUK 1713

GOLD LEOPARDSUK 1712

2000W TURBO MOTOR provides incredible power
to deliver professional salon blow-drying in
super-fast time with gorgeous results.

SUPREME CONTROL with 2x speed settings and
3x temperature adjustments, ideal for use with
all hair types no matter what your style.

LED INDICATOR shows the working heat of
the hair dryer, blue light for On/Cold air,
then two stages of pink light for hot air. 

ERGONOMIC BODY feels great to use, for
supreme comfort and grip with professional
controls at your fingertips.

COLD SHOT BUTTON delivers cold air at any
time, ideal for setting styles or for when you
need an icy blast!

2X ATTACHMENT NOZZLES included for more
concentrated and direct airflow, ideal for use
with round brushes or create volume & body.



search for us at 
Corioliss.Official 
www.corioliss.fr




